
Todays Electronic assemblies do shrink in size and physical volume. Their processing speeds

jump skywards.  Each of these positive advancements is a reason for an increase of the opera-

tional temperature levels of installed components and needs carefull attention. Life and reliabil-

ity of any components do depend on the operation temperature levels.

The Micro-CelsiStrip®s maximal temperature level detecting labels are virtually the only eco-

nomical, reliable and easily applied maximal temperature level detectors to which in comparison

any other method simply pales. Micro-CelsiStrip®s are available in a wide range of temperature

levels and level combinations from +40ºC to +260ºC (105°F - 550°F) to cater to any electronic

application task.

The original white temperature sensitive spots turn permanently black as their specific tempera-

ture level is exceeded for parts of a second. Then the mark will stay forever (permanently) black

as a positive proof that a certain temperature level had been exceeded on that location.

All inquiries within the US will receive a free 

Celsi®Labels Sample Kit available from

SAT Spirig Advanced Technologies, 

144 Oakland Street,  Springfield MA 01108

toll free 1-800-628-8862 or 

fax 1 413-788-0490 or e-mail sat@spirig.com

or inquiries from any other locations will receive  a

free Celsi®Labels Sample Kit available from

Spirig Advanced Technologies, 

1, Hohlweg, Rapperswil CH-8640 Switzerland

phone: +41 55 222 69-00 or

fax:+41 55 222 69-69 

e-mail spirig@spirig.com

immediate release

Micro-CelsiStrip® Label Reports Maximal Temperature Level History
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Spirig  Advanced Tech. Inc.                                                                           www.spirig.com
144 Oakland Street,    Springfield,    MA 01108    Phone: 413-788-6191    Tollfree: 800-628-8862    Telefax: 413 788 0490    E-mail: sat@spirig.com

Caption: the IC package on the right
passed during its history the 71 °C level,
but never exceeded the 82 °C level.
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